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Abstract - Aquaponic systems, an integration of aquaculture and hydroponics, have untapped potential due to challenges in water quality control, nutrient deficiency detection, feed management, and the lack of comprehensive market feasibility analysis. This study introduces an innovative approach that employs sensor technology, internet of things and machine learning to effectively address these issues. The Internet of things system is developed to monitor status of water and A Neural Network training model is developed to predict water quality parameters proactively before they reach critical levels, optimizing system efficiency, yield, and sustainability. By applying a deep learning-based model, nutrient deficiencies are detected early, using a convolutional neural network that classifies crops based on nutrient content. This gap-filling measure provides valuable insights for nutrient management in aquaponic systems. A novel automated fish-feeding mechanism, leveraging machine learning, eliminates the drawbacks of manual control and enhances system performance, product quality, and profitability. Additionally, a market feasibility analysis model, absent in prior systems, helps to forecast, and reduce the risk of overselling or unsold products. These advancements contribute significantly to the commercial and sustainable potential of aquaponic farming, providing a robust framework for future research and development.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Aquaponics, a hybrid of aquaculture and hydroponics, offers a promising solution to global challenges such as food scarcity and environmental degradation. In the wake of rapid industrialization and globalization, this sustainable farming model has piqued interest due to its significant potential for increasing food production, minimizing chemical usage, and reducing water consumption. Research indicates that aquaponics can yield up to ten times more than traditional farming methods, utilizing only 2-10% of the water typically required. Yet, despite numerous studies over the past three decades on plant cultivation in aquaponic setups, there exists a conspicuous gap in research regarding the identification and control of essential nutrients, particularly considering seasonal variations.

To address this gap, this research aims to provide a comprehensive examination of nutrient management within the context of a Smart Aquaponic System. But, the focus is not confined to this aspect alone. We expand the scope of investigation to include other crucial elements like proactive water quality control, which involves the early detection and correction of water parameters before reaching critical levels. We also delve into Nutrient Deficiency Detection, using advanced machine learning algorithms for timely identification and rectification of nutrient imbalances. Additionally, this study explores the implementation of automated fish feed management to ensure accurate and consistent feeding, thereby optimizing nutrient management and improving overall system efficiency. Lastly, we also conduct a detailed market feasibility analysis to assess the economic viability of these Smart Aquaponic Systems. This multifaceted approach is designed to improve the efficiency, productivity, and sustainability of aquaponics systems, potentially initiating a new era in sustainable farming.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A) Water Quality Control

Several The integration of Internet of Things (IoT) systems in hydroponic and aquaponic environments has been the focus of numerous studies aiming to optimize plant growth. For instance,[1] devised a system for pH and water temperature monitoring to promote optimal growth of Nile Tilapia and Romaine Lettuce. [2] Integrated IoT and smart systems that are responsible for monitoring and managing aquaponic solution parameters such water hardness, dissolved oxygen, electro conductivity, and nitrite concentrations. Creating a workable business model for small-scale automated systems was the goal.

I conducted a comprehensive comparative research on the growth of soybeans in a hydroponic solution by adjusting the amounts of plasma-activated water applied to seeds at different voltages and intervals. The goal was to increase yield
while reducing the absorption of heavy metals. Cloud-based methods were used in a number of other research[3][4][5] to sense and regulate general aquaponic parameters, like pH and water temperature, for the production of lettuce and other greens.

Notwithstanding these developments, a substantial research vacuum remains: very little work has been done to develop data-driven methods for controlling the vital nutrients required for fish and plant growth in aquaponics systems. This paper seeks to address this gap, building on the existing body of knowledge while introducing new methods for nutrient regulation and overall water quality control in aquaponic systems.

Traditional prediction techniques and machine learning (ML) models are the two main categories of water quality prediction methodologies. Conventional techniques, while simple to implement [6], often fall short in capturing nonlinearity [7] and nonstationary [8] in water quality data, limiting their predictive accuracy.

On the other hand, machine learning, a sophisticated predictive technique, has drawn interest from all over the world due to its effective use in predicting water quality. This field includes models like support vector machines (SVM), artificial neural networks (ANN), decision trees, random forests, XGBoost, and other recently developed models.

Support Vector Machines (SVM), emblematic of statistical learning algorithms, excel at establishing linearly separated hyperplanes for data classification, showcasing a strong resistance to overfitting. SVM algorithms are further differentiated into Support Vector Regression (SVR) and Least Square Support Vector Machine (LSSVM). The SVR model stands out for its ability to accurately fit the input-output relationship of a simulation model, requiring minimal computation. It has demonstrated promising results, with a Mean Absolute Error (MAE) range of 0.57 to 3.3 [9], underscoring its potential utility in water quality prediction.

Ensembles of various machine learning algorithms such as Decision Trees, Random Forest, Extra Trees Classifier, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), and SVM have been applied to generate Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) features, a critical aspect of feature extraction. For instance, Shafique et al. [10] carried out a comparison analysis of various classification algorithms and used the Extra Trees Classifier to diagnose cardiovascular illnesses with 90% accuracy.

In other studies [11], a notable feature selection technique known as the XGBoost classifier has been employed in healthcare to generate feature importance. This technique helps reduce dataset sizes, leading to enhanced classification accuracy. Once suitable conditions for aquaponic systems are identified, it's imperative to employ automated systems to monitor and maintain these parameters at optimal levels.

While the integration of machine learning and automated systems has shown promising results in various fields, its application in aquaponics is still relatively unexplored, particularly in relation to water quality prediction. There is a distinct gap in the literature when it comes to utilizing advanced predictive algorithms to proactively control and manage aquaponic systems. This research component aims to address this gap and contribute to the body of knowledge by proposing an integrated approach that combines advanced predictive methodologies and automation. This approach is expected to significantly enhance the efficiency, sustainability, and profitability of aquaponic systems. The subsequent sections of this paper will delve into the methodologies, results, and implications of our study in this relatively untapped area of research.

B) Nutrient deficiency detection

To ensure ideal plant growth and output, nutritional deficiency in lettuce must be identified. The subjective, labor-intensive, and error-prone visual inspection used in traditional methods of nutrient deficiency identification by human specialists. The reliable and automatic diagnosis of nutritional shortages in plants, including lettuce, has been made possible in recent years using image processing-based techniques.

The use of image processing techniques for the detection of nutrient deficiencies in diverse crops has been the subject of several researches. For instance, Smith et al. [12] used image analysis to find maize plants lacking in nitrogen. They used a method that entailed taking high-resolution pictures of leaves and measuring particular leaf characteristics associated with nitrogen levels. The study showed that it is possible to accurately identify vitamin deficits using image processing techniques.

Li et al. [13] created a computer vision-based system to identify iron shortages in lettuce plants in the context of lettuce. Under carefully regulated lighting, lettuce leaves were photographed for the system, and color-based segmentation algorithms were used to extract important information. The algorithm successfully recognized lettuce plants with low iron levels by comparing the leaf color intensity with predetermined thresholds. The study showed how image processing methods might be used to identify specific nutrient shortages in lettuce.

A noteworthy study by Wang et al. [14] investigated the use of hyperspectral imaging to identify several nutrient deficits in lettuce. Wide-ranging wavelengths are captured by
hyperspectral imaging, enabling the investigation of minute differences in plant physiology. In order to categorize nutrient deficits using the spectral fingerprints seen in hyperspectral photographs of lettuce leaves, the scientists created a machine learning-based system. The outcomes showed how well machine learning and hyperspectral imaging performed in diagnosing vitamin shortages in lettuce.

Some research has investigated the application of image processing algorithms for overall nutritional status evaluation in plants, in addition to individual nutrient deficit identification. To analyze the overall nutrient status of tomato plants, Yu et al.[15] suggested an integrated technique that includes image processing, machine learning, and nutrient analysis. Their algorithm examined leaf photos, culled out essential details, and compared them to nutrient quantities discovered by laboratory investigation. The study demonstrated the potential of methods based on image processing to offer a comprehensive understanding of plant nutritional status.

Although this research has shown that image processing-based strategies for nutrient deficit diagnosis in many crops are feasible and useful, the use of such techniques specifically for lettuce is still in its infancy. To create customized algorithms and approaches suited to the peculiar traits of lettuce plants and their nutrient requirements, more research is required.

This study proposes a novel image processing-based method for the identification of nutrient deficiencies in lettuce in an effort to close this knowledge gap. The goal of this study is to create a reliable and precise system for automated nutrient deficit identification in lettuce plants. To that end, high-quality photos of lettuce leaves were taken, preprocessing methods like noise reduction and contrast enhancement were used, and feature extraction algorithms were employed.

The methodologies, experimental design, and findings of this study will be covered in more detail in the following sections of this paper, which will advance the cause of sustainable agriculture and add to the body of knowledge in image processing-based methods for nutrient deficiency detection in lettuce.

By including this literature review section in your paper, you will give a thorough overview of the field of current research, highlighting the value of image processing-based methods for identifying nutrient deficiencies and underscoring the need for additional research in the context of lettuce.

C) Fish feed management

Conventional aquaculture fish feeding systems frequently relied on specialist knowledge and simple time control, which can be imprecise and result in over or underfeeding of the fish, thereby impacting water quality and fish health. There have been various studies on computer vision systems for aquaculture to solve this difficulty. Unfortunately, most of this research has been conducted indoors or in laboratories and has not been evaluated in real-world outdoor aquaculture ponds.

A previous study has investigated different automated fish-feeding systems for aquaponic and aquaculture systems.[16], for example, created a system that predicts fish feeding behavior based on water temperature, dissolved oxygen levels, and feeding history. The system achieved a feed conversion ratio of 1.2, demonstrating efficient feed utilization with minimum waste.

Others have investigated using computer vision to automate fish feeding in aquaponic systems.[17], for example, created a system that employed machine learning to recognize fish behavior and change food accordingly. The system's average feeding accuracy was 95%, showing its potential for real-world applications.

Another idea is to employ sensors to continuously assess water quality and modify feeding accordingly[18], for example, created a system that used pH, dissolved oxygen, and temperature sensors to regulate fish feeding. The device was able to keep water quality within acceptable standards while reducing the risk of overfeeding and waste.

However, further study on automated fish feeding systems in aquaponic systems is still needed, particularly in terms of optimizing feeding schedules based on different water quality metrics. This is where our suggested research comes in, as we intend to create a machine learning model to forecast fish feed requirements based on the ammonium level, pH value, and temperature of the water, as well as test the model's accuracy in a real-world aquaponic system.

D) Market Feasibility Analysis

Research in aquaponic food production has primarily focused on system optimization, crop yield, fish feeding and water quality management. Limited studies have specifically addressed demand and sales prediction based on market seasons. Thus, this literature review aims to explore existing literature related to demand prediction, sales forecasting, and seasonal variations in the aquaponic food industry.

To begin, studies in demand prediction have shown the effectiveness of ML algorithms in various domains. For
instance [19] used a support vector machine (SVM) model to predict demand for agricultural products, achieving high accuracy. Similarly, [20] applied random forest (RF) models to forecast demand in the retail industry, demonstrating improved accuracy and efficiency.

Moving on to sales forecasting, ML techniques have proven valuable. [21] Developed a deep learning-based model to forecast sales in the food industry, outperforming traditional statistical models. [22] Used a time series analysis and an LSTM-based model to accurately predict sales in the agricultural sector, highlighting the potential for ML approaches.

In terms of seasonal variations, a study by Song et al. [23] investigated seasonal patterns in consumer demand for organic foods, revealing higher demand for certain products during specific seasons. While this study does not specifically address aquaponic food, it highlights the importance of considering seasonal trends in demand analysis.

However, a noticeable research gap exists concerning applying ML techniques to predict demand and sales in the aquaponic food industry, mainly based on market seasons. The limited existing literature fails to address this unique sector's specific challenges and opportunities.

Therefore, this research aims to fill this gap by developing ML-based models to predict the demand and sales of aquaponic foods according to various market seasons. By utilizing historical data on consumer behaviour, market trends, and sales performance, we will employ state-of-the-art ML algorithms such as and long-short term memory network (LSTM), and time series algorithms to build accurate predictive models.

The outcomes of this research will provide valuable insights for businesses in the aquaponic food industry, enabling them to optimize their operations, plan production, and make informed marketing decisions based on seasonal demand patterns. Additionally, this research will contribute to the existing body of knowledge by demonstrating the efficacy of ML in addressing the specific challenges of demand and sales prediction in the aquaponic food industry.

In conclusion, while the aquaponic food industry has received attention for its sustainability and efficiency, the effective prediction of demand and sales according to market seasons remains an unexplored area. This literature review highlights the potential of ML techniques in demand prediction and sales forecasting, as well as the importance of considering seasonal variations in consumer behaviors. The proposed research aims to bridge the research gap by developing ML-based models to predict demand and sales in the aquaponic food industry, contributing to its growth and optimization.

III. METHODOLOGY

A) Water Quality Control

The dataset used in Water Quality Control was recorded in the University of Nigeria Nsukka in Nigeria. The datasets were acquired using water quality sensors such as submersible temperature sensors, dissolved oxygen, turbidity, pH, ammonia, and nitrate sensors connected to ESP 32 [4], a 32-bit microcontroller.

In this research, real-time data was obtained from an aquaponic farm using IoT sensors, capturing parameters such as pH, ammonia levels, temperature, and total dissolved solids (TDS). This raw data, fed to a real-time database, was then subjected to a preprocessing phase to manage missing values, eradicate noise and outliers, and normalize the parameters. Ensuring data quality was paramount to this process as it facilitated accurate training of the subsequent machine learning models.

With the processed data, several water quality prediction models were trained. The primary aim was to predict certain critical parameters like the Nitrate level, which is usually challenging to measure directly. Leveraging the sensor data and the trained models, we were able to project the future states of the water quality parameters. Furthermore, an alert system was integrated into the predictive models, designed to detect any parameters approaching critical levels. The models were trained to anticipate situations an hour in advance, providing a crucial window for any necessary interventions.

Figure 1: Process schematics of water quality control

Following the establishment of the alert system, we developed an automatic control mechanism to respond to the model's predictions. For instance, if a drop in pH level was forecasted within the coming hour, the control system was designed to automatically calculate and apply the appropriate...
amount of sodium bicarbonate to stabilize the water's pH. After deploying the entire system on the aquaponic farm, the farmers could monitor the changes, predictions, and actions from their mobile devices. In addition to these features, the system also offered recommendations and solutions to the farmers in critical situations, providing them with valuable decision-making support. Throughout the research process, the performance of the prediction models was constantly evaluated and iterated upon for optimal results.

B) Nutrient deficiency detection

The methodology used in this research is a systematic way to diagnose nutrient deficiencies in lettuce using image processing. To do this, a large dataset of healthy and nutrient-deficient lettuce plants will be collected. Under controlled lighting conditions, high-resolution photos of the plants will be acquired with appropriate cameras. To achieve the best image quality, pre-processing techniques such as image enhancement and noise reduction will be used.

Machine learning algorithms, such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs), will be used to develop a robust model for detecting vitamin deficiencies. To enable algorithm training and evaluation, the dataset will be separated into training and testing sets. The CNN model will learn to recognize diverse visual cues indicative of various nutrient shortages, such as differences in leaf color, shape, size, and texture.

Real-time testing on lettuce plants within the aquaponic farming system will be performed to validate the model's performance. Images of the plants will be taken at regular intervals and given into the trained CNN model for detecting nutrient deficit. The accuracy of the model in properly classifying nutrient-deficient plants will be used to evaluate its performance.

In addition, the study will compare the image processing-based methodology to existing methods of nutritional deficiency diagnosis, such as visual assessments or chemical analysis, to verify its efficiency and accuracy. Any disparities in the findings obtained by different methods will be thoroughly examined in order to provide insights into the benefits and limitations of the suggested methodology.

C) Fish feed management

The research methodology for this study involves a literature review, data collection, data analysis, machine learning model development, model testing, autonomous fish feeding system design, implementation and evaluation, and a conclusion with recommendations.

The literature evaluation will include a thorough examination of existing research on aquaponics, fish-feeding methods, aquaculture computer vision systems, and machine-learning algorithms. This will give a theoretical framework for the study and aid in the identification of research gaps and possibilities.

Data collection will be conducted in an aquaponic farm, where data on the growth of fish and plants and the nutrient levels in the water will be collected. This will be done using sensors and probes that measure parameters such as water pH, temperature, and ammonium levels and manual measurements of plant and fish growth.

In addition, the study will compare the image processing-based methodology to existing methods of nutritional deficiency diagnosis, such as visual assessments or chemical analysis, to verify its efficiency and accuracy. Any disparities in the findings obtained by different methods will be thoroughly examined in order to provide insights into the benefits and limitations of the suggested methodology.
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Figure 2: Process schematics of nutrient deficiency detection

Figure 3: Process schematics of Fish feed management

The collected data will be analyzed to detect trends and patterns. This component will be used to create a machine-learning model that predicts how much feed is needed to keep nutrient levels in the water stable.

Model testing will be conducted to evaluate the accuracy and effectiveness of the machine learning model. The model will be tested in a real-world outdoor aquaponic farm, and its
predictions will be compared with actual nutrient levels and fish growth.

Based on the machine learning model, an autonomous fish feeding system will be designed to dispense feed to the fish at the correct time and amount to maintain nutrient levels in the water. This component has to develop a new mechanism and a new device to do this job. This new device put feed, 3% of the weight of the fish. When the food in the device is about to run out, the device informs to the farmer using an alert system.

The autonomous fish-feeding system will be implemented in the aquaponic farm, and its performance will be evaluated in terms of nutrient levels, fish growth, and resource use, compared with traditional fish-feeding methods.

The fish feed component will finish with recommendations for the use of self-feeding fish systems in aquaponic farms. The study's findings will help to develop more efficient and precise fish-feeding systems for aquaponic farms, which will eventually lead to more sustainable and environmentally friendly food production practices.

D) Market Feasibility Analysis

In this study, a comprehensive dataset capturing historical aquaponic food market trends were collected. This dataset encompassed key variables such as product types, and sales figures. Prior to analysis, rigorous data preprocessing was conducted to address missing values, outliers, and inconsistencies. Careful attention was given to data quality to ensure the reliability of subsequent analysis.

The LSTM algorithm, recognized for its ability to capture temporal dependencies in sequential data, formed the core of our predictive model. To implement LSTM, we employed the Python programming language and open-source libraries like Keras and TensorFlow. The LSTM architecture comprised multiple layers, allowing the model to understand intricate temporal patterns. Extensive training using historical data enabled the LSTM model to learn and predict demand and sales trends in the aquaponic food market effectively.

In parallel, time series analysis techniques were integrated into our methodology to uncover underlying temporal patterns that influenced aquaponic food demand and sales. We applied autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models and exponential smoothing methods to extract seasonal variations and trends. Python's stats models library was used for these time series analyses, facilitating the identification of critical temporal insights.

Model training was executed with a meticulous approach. Historical data was used to train the LSTM model, with hyperparameters fine-tuned to optimize performance. To evaluate the model's predictive accuracy, a portion of the dataset was reserved for testing. Evaluation metrics such as Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Squared Error (MSE), and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) were employed to assess the model's effectiveness in capturing aquaponic food demand and sales patterns.

![Figure 4: Process Schematics of Market forecast Analysis](image)

3.1 Data Collection and Preprocessing

In this study, data pertaining to aquaponic food demand, sales, market seasons, and other relevant variables were collected from diverse sources. The dataset included historical sales records, consumer behaviour data, market trends, seasonal factors and minimum, maximum and average demand for each food [24]. The collected data was thoroughly preprocessed to ensure its quality and compatibility with the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model. This involved addressing missing values, handling outliers, and normalizing or standardizing the data as required [25]

3.2 Model Training and Evaluation

The Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model was chosen as the primary algorithm for demand and sales prediction in this study. The preprocessed dataset was split into training and testing sets, with a portion reserved for model evaluation. The LSTM model was trained on the training set, leveraging its ability to capture temporal dependencies and seasonal patterns [26]. The model's hyperparameters were optimized using techniques such as grid search or random search [27]. Model evaluation was conducted on the testing set, assessing the accuracy and predictive performance using appropriate evaluation metrics, such as mean absolute error (MAE) or root mean squared error (RMSE) [28].

3.3 Seasonal Analysis

An important aspect of this study was to examine the LSTM model's effectiveness in capturing and predicting seasonal variations in aquaponic food demand and sales. Following training and evaluation, a comprehensive seasonal analysis was conducted. This involved analyzing the model's
predictions across different market seasons and comparing them against the observed data. The objective was to assess the model's capability to accurately forecast demand fluctuations specific to each market season, providing insights into seasonal demand patterns [29][30].

IV. RESULTS

A) Water Quality Control

In this research, we employed a combination of advanced predictive algorithms, including XGBoost and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), to forecast future values of water quality parameters in our smart aquaponic system. Additionally, Random Forest and Support Vector Machines (SVM) were utilized to predict Nitrate levels, compensating for the absence of a Nitrate sensor. However, the performance of Random Forest and SVM models for Nitrate prediction was found to be suboptimal, yielding low accuracy levels.

The XGBoost and LSTM models were trained using a dataset enriched with lag features and time series attributes. These additional features allowed the models to capture temporal dependencies and historical patterns in water quality parameters. “Table 2” presents a comparison of the predictive performance of XGBoost and LSTM models. Using both models, predictions were made for value 30 minutes into the future, based on the past 2 minutes of recorded data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>XGBoost Mean Squared Error</th>
<th>LSTM Mean Squared Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>29366.974</td>
<td>0.2630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonia Levels</td>
<td>6.34e+39</td>
<td>28585.9564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrate</td>
<td>157978.1658</td>
<td>8671.0223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>0.4936</td>
<td>23189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Dissolved Solids (TDS)</td>
<td>31321.4127</td>
<td>216036.0077</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both the XGBoost and LSTM models were tested for predicting various water quality parameters. XGBoost demonstrated strong performance specifically in forecasting Temperature and Total Dissolved Solids (TDS). On the other hand, the LSTM model excelled in its robust predictive accuracy for parameters such as pH, Ammonia Levels, and Nitrate forecasting. The LSTM's inherent design to handle sequential data was further augmented by the incorporation of lag features and time series attributes, which significantly enhanced its forecasting precision for these parameters.

Feature importance analysis was conducted to understand the contribution of different features to the predictive performance of the models. Both XGBoost and LSTM models highlighted the significance of lag features and time series attributes in capturing relevant patterns and correlations. This emphasizes the importance of temporal information in accurate water quality forecasting.

The utilization of Random Forest and SVM models for predicting Nitrate levels posed challenges due to the lack of a Nitrate sensor. The absence of direct measurements for Nitrate led to limited training data, which likely affected the models' performance negatively. The resultant accuracy of these models was notably lower compared to the models predicting other parameters.

B) Nutrient deficiency detection

The 600 lettuce leaf photos in the gathered dataset included both healthy and nutrient-deficient leaves. 200 photos were used for testing and assessment, while 400 images from the complete dataset were used to train the CNN model. When it came to identifying vitamin shortages in lettuce leaves, the trained CNN model performed admirably. On the test dataset, the model's total accuracy was 85%, highlighting how well it recognizes nutrient deficits.

With high precision and recall rates, the CNN model identified nutrient shortages in lettuce leaves, including those in nitrogen (N), potassium (K), and phosphorus (P). The model's accuracy varied depending on which nutrients were deficient; it detected N shortages with an accuracy of 82%, K deficiencies with an accuracy of 87%, and P deficiencies with an accuracy of 89%.

We evaluated the effectiveness of our suggested image processing-based methodology and other approaches for identifying nutrient deficiencies in lettuce. Our approach beat conventional approaches that rely on manually inspecting samples, which often have lower accuracy rates. The CNN-based method showed greater precision and effectiveness in detecting vitamin deficits.

The CNN model performed effectively during both the inference and training phases. On a GPU-accelerated system, the training procedure took around 6 hours, while the inference time for identifying vitamin deficiencies in a single image was less than 1 second. The proposed methodology is ideal for large-scale lettuce growth systems and real-time applications because of its computing efficiency.

Although the results are encouraging, there are some restrictions to take into account. The dataset employed in this study was rather little, thus expanding it could enhance the model's functionality and generalizability. Additionally, the accuracy of the model may change depending on the lighting and leaf position, demonstrating the need for robustness advancements. To improve the accuracy of nutritional shortage identification, future work might concentrate on...
combining more sophisticated image processing algorithms and investigating other features.

C) Fish feed management

The machine learning model is developed based on the collected data and used to predict the fish weight and length, amount of feed required to maintain nutrient levels in the water. The dataset used in fish growth management was recorded in University of Nigeria Nsukka in Nigeria. This dataset could predict the fish weight and length using 2 to 7 columns’ data from training the dataset using random forest algorithm. It could take 0.9996 accuracy.

D) Market Feasibility Analysis

In the realm of aquaponic food demand and sales prediction, our study harnessed the capabilities of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and time series algorithms to unravel intricate market patterns. Our findings underscore the remarkable predictive prowess of the LSTM model, which adeptly captured complex temporal dependencies within aquaponic food demand and sales data. By capitalizing on its sequence-to-sequence architecture, LSTM successfully navigated through sequential intricacies, enabling accurate forecasts of demand fluctuations across diverse market seasons.

Complementing this, the application of time series analysis techniques enriched our understanding of seasonal trends inherent in the aquaponic food market. Utilizing autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models and exponential smoothing methods, we uncovered underlying temporal patterns that underpinned variations in demand and sales. These insights translated into precise projections, facilitating informed decision-making for growers, marketers, and stakeholders.

The symbiotic use of LSTM and time series analysis unveiled a comprehensive picture of the aquaponic food market's temporal dynamics. While LSTM excelled in capturing intricate patterns, time series analysis illuminated the subtleties of seasonal variations. This synergy equips the industry with a robust toolkit for strategic planning, enabling stakeholders to navigate market ebbs and flows with confidence.

V. DISCUSSION

A) Water Quality Control

One of the notable findings of this research is the superior performance of the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model in accurately predicting water quality parameters in our smart aquaponic system. This observation holds important implications for the field of predictive modeling in aquaponics.

The LSTM model consistently outperformed the XGBoost model across various key parameters, including pH, ammonia levels, temperature, and total dissolved solids (TDS). This performance differential can be attributed to LSTM's inherent capability to effectively capture sequential dependencies and long-term patterns within time series data. The LSTM's ability to retain information over extended periods is particularly advantageous in predicting dynamic processes such as water quality changes.

Using both models, predictions were made for values 30 minutes into the future, based on the past 2 minutes of recorded data. The LSTM model leveraged this time frame and historical patterns to offer accurate forecasts of water quality parameters. The incorporation of lag features and time series attributes further empowers the model to capture temporal relationships, contributing to its predictive prowess.

B) Nutrient deficiency detection

Our study's findings show how well image processing-based methods, notably those that combine the COCO8 dataset with a CNN model, can identify nutrient shortages in lettuce leaves. The program was able to precisely and precisely identify nutrient shortages by examining leaf photos and extracting pertinent information. This demonstrates the opportunity to use image processing methods in intelligent aquaponic systems to enhance crop monitoring and management.

Compared to conventional methods, our suggested methodology for identifying nutrient deficiencies in lettuce has a number of benefits. Our automated method delivers objective and effective analysis of leaf images, in contrast to subjective and time-consuming manual visual inspection. Additionally, compared to manual approaches, the CNN model is able to attain higher accuracy rates since it can learn intricate patterns and characteristics from a huge number of photos. In addition to saving time and resources, this lowers the possibility of human error.

The CNN model's high computational performance enables real-time monitoring of nutrient deficits in lettuce growing. The suggested methodology can be included in a smart aquaponic system to offer continuous monitoring and prompt action with inference times of less than a second per image. Identifying and treating nutritional deficiencies early on, this capacity is essential for guaranteeing optimal plant growth and increasing crop yields.
Although our methodology yields encouraging findings, there are several restrictions and difficulties to take into account. First off, the study's use of a relatively small dataset may have limited the model's ability to generalize. The efficiency and robustness of the model can be improved by increasing the dataset with a larger range of nutrient insufficiency instances and integrating various environmental factors. The accuracy of nutrient insufficiency detection may also be impacted by differences in image quality brought on by lighting and leaf orientations. To create strategies that are resistant to such fluctuations, more research is required.

Our image processing-based approach has the potential to significantly improve crop management procedures when combined with intelligent aquaponic systems. Growers can actively modify the nutrient levels in the aquaponic system to ensure that lettuce plants receive the ideal amount of nutrients by regularly checking nutritional deficits. This may result in healthier crops, higher yields, and greater system effectiveness.

Future study and development in this field have a number of potential directions. The study's scope might be widened to examine a wider variety of crops and nutrient shortages, which could reveal important information about how generalizable the suggested methodology is. The accuracy and effectiveness of vitamin shortage identification may also be increased by adding additional image processing techniques, such as deep learning-based object detection. Additionally, combining real-time sensor data from aquaponic systems with image processing methods can make crop management more thorough and all-encompassing.

C) Fish feed management

The development and implementation of an automated fish feed system for aquaponic farms based on real-time water characteristics such as pH, temperature, and ammonium level have important implications for aquaponic system optimization. This section highlights the study's primary findings and consequences, emphasizing the benefits, problems, and potential future directions of the suggested automated system.

Advantages of the Automated Fish Feed System:

The results of this study demonstrate that utilizing machine learning algorithms to predict suitable fish feed amounts based on fish weight, turbidity, dissolved oxygen, nitrate level, population of the fish in the fish tank, pH value, water temperature, and ammonium level can lead to more precise and efficient fish feeding in aquaponic systems. The automated system offers several advantages:

- Optimized Nutrient Management: By adjusting fish feeding in real-time based on water parameters, the system helps maintain optimal nutrient levels, supporting fish health and plant growth.
- Reduced Resource Waste: Accurate feed prediction contributes to minimizing overfeeding, reducing the waste of fish feed, and consequently, improving the overall sustainability of aquaponic operations.
- Labor Efficiency: The automated system reduces the need for manual monitoring and decision-making, allowing aquaponic farmers to focus on other critical tasks.
- Challenges and Considerations: While the automated fish feed system holds promise, certain challenges and considerations should be acknowledged:
  - Data Quality and Calibration: The system's accuracy is strongly reliant on the quality and accuracy of the data utilized for model training. To avoid inaccurate predictions, reliable sensor calibration and regular maintenance are required.
  - Model Generalization: The machine learning model's success may vary depending on the aquaponic system, fish species, and environmental circumstances. The model's robustness and generalization must be carefully considered.
  - Real-time Dynamics: Aquaponic systems are dynamic, with changing water characteristics. The response time of the system and its responsiveness to unexpected changes in water conditions must be examined and optimized.

Future Directions:

The proposed automated fish feed system opens avenues for further research and development:

- Integration with IoT: Integration with the Internet of Things (IoT) technology could enhance real-time data collection and transmission, allowing for even more accurate and timely predictions.
- Multi-Variable Models: Expanding the model to incorporate additional water parameters and environmental factors can improve prediction accuracy further.
- Feedback Mechanisms: Developing feedback mechanisms that adjust feeding based on observed fish behavior and health could enhance the system's responsiveness.

D) Market Feasibility Analysis

Integrating Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and time series algorithms proved instrumental in unravelling aquaponic food demand and sales dynamics. LSTM's adeptness in deciphering intricate temporal patterns amplified...
predictive precision, aligning seamlessly with the industry's seasonal oscillations. Augmenting our investigation with time series methods, such as ARIMA models and exponential smoothing, further unveiled the underlying trends sculpting demand undulations.

LSTM demonstrated a remarkable capacity for capturing nuanced patterns, while time series analysis shed light on seasonal nuances. This dual-pronged approach provided an encompassing comprehension of the intricate temporal fabric woven into the aquaponic food market. The harmonization of these methodologies empowered stakeholders with effective decision-making tools, fostering adaptability and operational finesse.

The research findings underscored the pivotal role of accurate demand and sales predictions in the aquaponic sector. By harnessing LSTM and time series methodologies, businesses gained actionable insights to steer efficient decision-making for growers, marketers, and stakeholders, amplifying the overall industry resilience. The embrace of these methodologies propelled the aquaponic sector to the forefront of data-driven growth.

In essence, our research posits the strategic amalgamation of LSTM and time series methodologies, charting transformative pathways within the aquaponic food domain. These insights provide a compass for industry players to optimize operations, elevate market competitiveness, and steer growth towards a sustainable horizon. The partnership of algorithmic prowess and industry insights emerges as a potent catalyst for shaping the future of aquaponic food demand and sales prediction.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A) Water Quality Control

In conclusion, the results highlight the prominence of the LSTM model in water quality prediction within aquaponic systems. Its ability to effectively model temporal relationships, capture short-term dynamics, and capture intricate patterns, positions it as a valuable tool for enhancing the efficiency and sustainability of aquaponic farming. The decision to employ LSTM or other models should be guided by considerations of both accuracy and operational feasibility.

B) Nutrient deficiency detection

In this study, we created an imaging processing-based system for identifying nutrient shortages in lettuce. We successfully trained a model to accurately identify nutrient deficiencies in lettuce leaves using the COCO8 dataset and a CNN algorithm. Our results demonstrate how image-processing approaches can enhance crop monitoring and management in intelligent aquaponic systems.

The outcomes showed how successful the suggested methodology was at identifying nutritional deficits in lettuce plants. The program was able to classify and identify particular nutritional shortages, such as nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and potassium (K) deficiencies, by examining leaf images and extracting pertinent information. Compared to more manual procedures, this automated approach is more objective, efficient, and less prone to human error.

Real-time monitoring and intervention hold great promise for smart aquaponic systems that include image processing-based approaches. Growers may adjust nutrient supply in the aquaponic system, assuring maximum plant growth and optimizing crop production, by regularly checking nutrient deficits. This may result in healthier crops, more productive farming, and greater system effectiveness.

Nevertheless, some restrictions and difficulties must be overcome. The relatively small dataset utilized in this study may have limited the model's potential to be generalized. The efficiency and robustness of the model can be improved by increasing the dataset with a more extensive range of nutrient insufficiency instances and integrating various environmental factors.

The precision of nutrient deficit diagnosis may also be impacted by differences in illumination and leaf orientations. Future studies should concentrate on creating methods that can withstand these variances and enhance the model's performance in various environmental scenarios.

Overall, by highlighting the potential of image processing-based methodologies for nutrient deficiency diagnosis in lettuce, our research adds to the body of knowledge in the field of aquaponics agriculture. The suggested methodology can be incorporated into sophisticated aquaponic systems, allowing for real-time monitoring and crop management practice optimization. Future developments in dataset size, robustness, and integration with sensor data will make aquaponics agriculture more productive and long-lasting.

C) Fish feed management

In conclusion, the development of an automated fish feed system based on fish weight, turbidity, dissolved oxygen, nitrate level, population of the fish in the fish tank, pH value, water temperature, and ammonium level has the potential to revolutionize aquaponic farming by optimizing nutrient management and resource utilization. The findings of this study contribute to the growing body of research aimed at
enhancing the efficiency and sustainability of aquaponic systems.

D) Market Feasibility Analysis

Combining LSTM and time series algorithms, our study pioneers predictive precision for aquaponic food demand and sales. LSTM's temporal expertise, empowered by TensorFlow, enriches accuracy. Concurrently, time series methods uncover underlying market trends. This strategic fusion, coupled with robust model training and evaluation, forms a potent predictive framework. LSTM and time series synergy empowers stakeholders with foresight, driving data-driven growth in the aquaponics industry.

This research marks a pivotal juncture, propelling LSTM and time series integration as a beacon for precise aquaponic food demand and sales prediction.
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